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Abstract

The educational system nowadays faced a rapid change due to the advancement of technologies. The application of these new technologies brings more innovations to our educational system, either in the processes or products of education. These changes will need school leaders to be able to use these advancements to improve the school's achievement. Therefore, the objectives of this paper are to provide a review of the leadership skills that associate with innovations. Then, it will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using these leadership skills in innovations, especially in an educational context and lastly, conclusions were made based on the reviews provided. The results of the studies conclude that there isn’t a single leadership skill that can be used to drive innovations — various leadership skills found to be associated with the type, level and phase of innovation. To define a leadership skill that suitable in the organization, researchers need to determine the type, level and phase of innovation first. However, transformational leadership skills were seen appropriate for every kind, level and phase of innovation involved. Transformational leadership had been used widely in products, processes, incremental, radical, exploration, exploitation, team, individual and organizational innovations.
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Introduction

The advancement of the Malaysian Education system nowadays is rapidly changing to bring transformational changes to Malaysia's education in the next 21st century. The educational conventional practices decade ago were racing towards a more systematic and technologically advanced education system. Innovation is one of the agents in these educational changes. The presence of industrial revolution 4.0 (IR4.0) had brought a profound impact on the Malaysian educational landscape. This IR4.0 had led to the introduction of disruptive technologies such as artificial intelligence, robotics, the Internet of Things (IoT), autonomous vehicles, bio and nanotechnology, 3D printing, material science, quantum computers, augmented reality
technology, virtual reality and technologies in education. Through the Malaysia Educational Development Blueprint (PPPM) 2013-2025, Malaysia aims to change the country’s educational landscape along with the social aspect by implementing these technologies. These changes had introduced the use of electronics lesson plans (eRPH), Smart School, Smart Lab, Net School Project, using a tablet in a classroom, and Google classroom in Malaysia education. It shows that the rapid changes in the Malaysian education system are evolving along with the technological advancement in this century. Thus, it has been capable of producing an internationally competitive student.

The introduction of innovation in Malaysia’s existing education systems is a way to cope with the changes in the local and global environment (Hussein & Mohammed Sani, 2016). It is imperative to renew the operation of the country’s education system, which is lagging. According to OECD (2016), in the 21st century, innovation is essential in education to improve the learning outcomes, to improve the quality of educational provision, to ensure equity and equality, to reduce educational costs and to maximize revenues from the educational budget. Therefore, our education can remain relevant, along with the rapid changes in society and the economy. Hussein and Mohammed Sani (2016) stated that innovations in Malaysia education need to update, strengthen and replace the existing one. Innovations also will improve the daily work practice, improve cost-effectiveness, make the transition from usual practical method towards a more dynamic, clear and secure processes in the financial and human resources, improved efficiency and making the institution more dynamic. Thus, to proactively fulfilling this mission, principals, headmaster or headmistress, administrators, headteachers, teacher and parent association presidents, teachers, students, parents and members of the community must collaborate.

The need for innovation in Malaysia education has given a new focus to the role of leaders in shaping the nature and success of members’ creative efforts in their organization (Mumford & Licuanan, 2004). Today’s leaders must deal with more complex issues every day, and this will indirectly force them to be more creative and innovative to find solutions (Marron & Cunniff, 2014). These creative and innovative leaders will be more effective in leading the innovation process in an organization (Bossink, 2004). Advances in technology and innovation today also lead the 21st-century leaders to acquire skills such as emotional intelligence, critical and analytical thinking, creative and innovative, communication and interpersonal skills, technological skills, organizational skills, personal management skills, teamwork and collaboration, partnership development skills, approach, development and engagement with the community skills, non-racial, equitable, equality and inclusive along with global awareness and understanding (Wagner, 2013 in Kaume-Mwinzi, 2016).

Many researchers recognize that leadership is a critical factor in influencing organizational innovation and development (Chongcharoen, 2018; Gil, Rodrigo-Moya, & Morcillo-Bellido, 2018; Sitthisomjin, Somprach, & Phuseeorn, 2018; Sethibe, 2018; Łukowski, 2017; Haapaniemi, 2017; Al-Husseini & Elbeltagi, 2016; Alsolami, Cheng, & Twalh, 2016; Zacher, Robinson, & Rosing, 2016). However, there is no single agreement between the researchers on a single leadership to lead innovation. Researchers are using various leadership styles in driving innovation. Al-Husseini and Elbeltagi (2016), Sethibe (2018), Gil, Rodrigo-Moya and Morcillo-Bellido (2018) and Sitthisomjin, Somprach, and Phuseeorn, (2018) focus on transformational leadership in leading innovation. Meanwhile, Alghamdi (2018) uses ambidextrous leadership theory developed by Rosing, Frese and Rosenbusch (2010) in looking at innovation leadership. Lukoschek, Gerlach, Stock and Xin (2018) introduced a dual innovation leadership theory based on ambidextrous leadership theory. Chang, (2018) using charismatic leadership theory. Meanwhile, Shadiya, Mohamed, Norhashima, Hazizi and Dania (2018) stated that leader-follower leadership theory (LMX), interactive leadership theory, consultative leadership theory, participatory leadership
theory, instrumental leadership theory, transformational leadership theory and charismatic leadership theory are essential in leading innovation. Łukowski (2017) also looks at directive leadership theory, participatory leadership theory, interactive leadership theory, charismatic leadership theory, transformational leadership theory, transactional leadership theory, instrumental leadership theory, strategic leadership theory and CEO leadership theory involved in leading innovation. Alsolami et al. (2016) suggest that innovation leadership consists of charismatic leadership, transformational leadership, innovation leadership attributes and leadership competencies.

Therefore, the primary purpose of this paper is to examine the leadership skills that associate with innovation in the educational context. First, the review presents a critical discussion on the various leadership skills that associate with the innovation processes, type and level of innovation. Second, the reviews will highlight the strength and weaknesses of each leadership skill used to lead innovation. Third, the review will conclude the best leadership skills that best lead the innovation, especially in the educational context in Malaysia.

**Literature Review**

**The definition of Innovation**

The term Innovation Leadership was first introduced in 1990 and was first mentioned in the early 21st century (Schork, 2018). The early definitions of innovation leadership are managers who encourage innovation (Bossink, 2004) and innovation leaders that shape the work environment and enhance learning and absorption capacity (Carmeli, Gelbard & Gefen, 2010). Innovation leadership involves the synthesis of different leadership styles within the organization to influence employees in producing creative ideas, products, services and solutions (Anand & Saraswati, 2014). It is a practice and approach to change management (Gliddon & Rothwell, 2018; Zuraik, 2017; Anand & Saraswati, 2014; Adjei, 2013). Groups, teams, organizations and governments can implement innovation leadership to support the development of innovation (Gliddon, 2018).

The term innovation derived from the Latin word 'innovare' which means 'something new.' Therefore, in defining innovation, many researchers state that innovation involves new ideas, processes, or practices within the organization. The earliest definition of innovation was given by Rogers (1962), where innovation was the use of existing ideas, practices or objects that were viewed by individuals or units. In this definition, whether the idea is objectively new as measured at the time it was created is not important. New ideas seen in individuals, groups, or organizations determine their reactions to them. If the idea looks new to an individual or group, it is considered innovation (Rogers, 1962). Damanpour (1991) defines innovation as generating, developing and implementing new ideas, whether in the form of new products, new services, new production processes, new structures, new administrative systems, or new programs that are relevant to members in the organization. Amabile, Conti, Coon, Lazenby and Herron (1996) associate their definition of innovation with creativity. They think every innovation starts with a creative idea. They define creativity as the result of new and useful ideas in each domain and define innovation as a success in executing those creative ideas in an organization. The success of implementing a new program, introduction of a new product, or service depends on the individual or group of great ideas who can develop the idea beyond the original idea.

In an educational context, Sagir (2017) defines innovation in the context of school management is to find new ways to solve problems faced by education, training, and management services, also to introduce changes to improve the quality of these services to compete with other schools. At the same time, it is believed that it will increase the productivity of the school. Serdyukov (2017) points out that in education, innovation can exist as a new pedagogical theory, a new teaching tool, a new methodological approach, a new teaching technique, or a new teaching structure that,
when implemented, produces significant changes in teaching and learning process, and improves student learning. Oslo’s Manual defines educational innovation as an innovation in products and processes technology (OECD, 2016) and envisages new technology-driven products. Educational change involves technology products and processes that take place in the classroom, including teaching and learning — for example, product innovations in the new curriculum or improved curriculum, or the new educational computer software. Process innovation refers to new or enhanced pedagogical methods (OECD, 2008).

**Leadership and Innovation**

Leadership and innovation are interconnected. The relationship between leadership and innovation has attracted many researchers in the literature. The importance of leadership in innovation cannot be underestimated; both play an important role in today’s organization (Haapaniemi, 2017). Leaders play a significant role in shaping and leading innovation success (Aragon-Correa, García-Morales, Victor & Cordón-Pozo, 2007; Hunter & Cushenbery, 2011). The absence of leadership in organizational innovation will result in organizational failure (Zuraik, 2017).

Through the literature review conducted, there is a confusion between the two concepts of leadership by researchers, namely the concept of innovation leadership and the model of innovative leadership competence. According to Zuraik (2017), innovation skills are different from skills in leading innovation. There are misconceptions by academicians and practice on these two concepts. The first concept, often referred to as innovative leadership, is about the skills and characteristics of leaders. These leaders will act as a source of innovation by bringing new ideas, new actions and different ways of leading, managing and furthering their work. It refers to their differing thoughts on how to overcome the obstacles faced in the organization and how they can respond flexibly in the absence of information. This feature is superior to the competencies of innovation leaders, as described by Vlok (2012), Gliddon (2006) and Kremer et al. (2018).

The innovation leadership or known as leaders in innovation, is more focused on how to create an innovative environment where employees can spread innovative practices for new services or products through the support of an influential innovation culture. The concept of innovation leadership is still relatively new, but it is gaining its’ importance (Vlok, 2012). According to Adjei (2013), because innovation leadership is a complex concept, there is no one explanation or formula for leaders to follow to enhance innovation. Innovation leadership plays a key role in facilitating organizational innovation, especially in influencing followers’ creativity. According to Hunter and Cushenbery (2011), the success of innovation becomes realistic and achievable through appropriate leadership; without it, challenges would never be overcome.

According to Dubey and Pawar (2016), innovation leadership has two components; the first is the innovative approach to leadership itself. This innovative approach means that leaders will bring new ideas and actions on how to lead, manage and perform their work, and how a leader will think differently about the roles and obstacles faced by himself and the organization he leads. Second, innovation leaders must learn how to create an organizational climate where members of the organization can apply innovative thinking to solve problems in developing new products and services. It involves the development of a culture for innovation in the organization and is not limited to creative-minded employees only.

The study of Elkins and Keller’s (2003) on innovation leadership in the R&D organization suggested that transformational leadership theory is highly relevant to the organization. The dimension of inspirational motivation in transformational leadership will provide a shared vision for innovation projects and allows team members from a different discipline to work together to
succeed. The dimension of intellectual stimulation can encourage team members from other disciplines to see problems from different angles and enhance innovation. The leader-member exchange (LMX) leadership will ensure high quality in exchanging relationships between project leaders and team members. As a result, more creative and innovative outputs can be produced. Path-goal theory is one of the effective leadership theories for more structured and less diversified tasks.

Bossink (2004), suggests that innovation leadership styles are composed of charismatic, instrumental, strategic, and interactive leadership. Charismatic leaders will communicate their vision of innovation, encouraging others to innovate and accelerate the process of innovation (Stoker, Looise, Fisscher, & DeJong, 2001; Tushman & Nadler, 1986). Instrumental leaders will structure and control the process of innovation (Tushman & Nadler, 1986). Strategic leaders will use their hierarchical power to favor organizational innovation (Harmsen et al., 2000; Waters, 2000). Meanwhile, interactive leaders will enable other employees to innovate, work with them to innovate and show them how to become leaders in innovation within their organization (Burpitt & Bigoness, 1997; Eisenbach et al., 1999). However, the findings of the study by Bossink (2004) found that other factors influence the success of managers in innovation leadership, namely integration of the role of information, knowledge and competency of managers in improving project innovation outcomes.

Gliddon (2006), introduced an innovative leadership competency model (Haapanenmi, 2017) based on leader-member exchange theory (LMX) and path-goal theory but no literature review has explained this leadership theory other than innovative leadership competency models he introduced in 2008. However, according to Gliddon (2006), innovation will be a new attractiveness that influences organizational behavior in the 21st century. These philosophies and theories of leadership are more than just a leader who identify and disseminate innovation. Innovation leadership involves the role of leader leadership across various levels of the organization and strategic orientation in the innovation and organizational cycle (Gliddon, 2006). Thus, Gliddon (2006) emphasizes that innovation leadership is not the responsibility of just one leader; it is too broad and should cultivate for all organizations. Through her thesis written in 2006, the dimension of her innovation leadership competency model is learning; creativity and imagination; energy levels and motivation; commitment and sense of ownership; mission and vision; communication, interpersonal skills and emotional intelligence; leading groups and teams; understand the external environment; the role of identity, power and politics; management and delegation.

Alsolami et al. (2016) agree with the concept of innovation leadership is made up of various leadership skills. They suggest that attributes to innovation leadership include charismatic leadership, transformational leadership and innovation leadership competence as the fundamental principles of innovation leadership. Stoker et al. (2001) applied the theory of leadership, initiating structure, charisma, consultative and coaching in leading the innovative nature of the R&D team. According to them, the theory of thought leadership, charisma and negotiation have a positive impact on the efforts to create innovative character within each member of the R&D team. Sarminah (2012) states that there is no single leadership theory that is appropriate in all situations when it comes to innovation.

Rosing, Frese, and Bausch (2011) had introduced ambidextrous leadership in 2011 to lead innovation. This leadership theory based on a meta-analysis on transformational leadership theory, transactional leadership theory, LMX leadership theory, advisory support, participatory leadership theory, and several other leadership behavior theories such as consideration and initiating structure theories. According to the analysis, they found that every theory has a positive
relationship with innovation. However, transformational leadership theory, initiating the structure and support of advisors showed the mixed result in the study; some even shown a negative relationship with innovation. Only the Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) leadership theory has a consistently positive relationship with the innovation. Therefore, Rosing et al. (2011) concluded that a single leadership style could not adequately promote innovation. Leaders who practice only one type of leadership will not succeed in leading innovation because it was proven that other leadership skills are essential too, depending on the context, goals of the organization and organizational structure (Cooper & Bradly, 1981). Using only one leadership will put innovation leaders at a disadvantage and weak in ensuring that the organizational environment is continuously changing as the innovation changes (Jones & Bartlett, 2015). Deschamps (2005) states that the failure of innovation in organizations is due to poor leadership skills.

Therefore, according to Rosing et al. (2011), there is another pathway to lead innovation (Bledow et al., 2009). Innovation cannot be led by a single leadership style (Rosing et al., 2011). Each type and phase in innovation requires different leadership styles. If this relationship is not well explained, then studies cannot provide clear answers on how to lead innovation (Łukowski, 2017). Therefore, Rosing et al. (2011) propose that a theory of leadership should exist as complementary to existing leadership theory. The existing leadership theories are extensive and made up of various sets of behaviors that can support and hinder innovation at the same time. They propose a specific set of leadership behaviors that match the needs of teams and individuals in the innovation process called ambidexterity. The need for ambidexterity in the process of innovation indicates that individuals working in the context of innovation require exploration and exploitation, as well as the need to move from one activity to another. The ambidextrous leadership theory introduced consists of three main elements: leader behavior in support of exploration, leader behavior in favor of exploitation and temporal flexibility to switch from both behaviors when the need arises.

Studies involving various leadership theories in leading innovation are due to the nature of innovation itself. According to Amabile et al. (1996), innovation is complicated as it consists of several activities. These activities included the approaches to different levels of innovation or phases of innovation, types of innovation, namely innovation in product, processes, organizations or markets (Schumpeter, 1934), or impact such as radical and incremental innovations (Dosi, 1982). The selection of leadership styles that do not fit the type and level of innovation will frustrate leaders in leading innovation (Łukowski, 2017). Recent studies showed that leadership theories such as transformation are appropriate to motivate and inspire followers, as well as to have a positive impact on the idea-making phase, and to drive innovation.

Innovation leadership needs to evolve as a discipline that embraces diversity within the team (Somech, 2006), creates new cultures, and drives synergies through institutions and organizations in ways that create new possibilities, find ways to solve problems. Extensive knowledge should be instilled in this leadership that requires a variety of approaches, questions and conceptual fundamentals. It is up to the innovation leaders to apply a variety of disciplines, theories of success, tools and techniques in their efforts to bridge the gap between desired and future goals (Banerjee et al., 2016). Innovation leaders will inspire members of the organization by giving meaning and challenge to their work, and emotionally engaging them with the vision discussed in the group (Xenikou, 2017). There is no standard or comprehensive model of innovation leadership that can be absorbed in the organization and no specific leadership style is available for all organizations to generate and manage the idea-making process, investigate problems, and develop solutions before commercialization (Zuraik, 2017).
Methodology

This study used integrative review to summarize the earlier literature to understand the concept of leadership in innovation. Torraco (2005) stated that this review will be used to assess, critique and synthesize the literature based on the specific research topics. Thus, enables a new theoretical frameworks or perspectives to emerge. There are four stages involved; (1) designing the review, (2) conducting the review, (3) analysis and (4) writing the review (Liberati et al., 2009; Tranfield et al., 2003). In the first phase, researcher developed a research questions; defined the literature context; formed a keyword used to search databases. Three databases were chosen in this study which are Scopus, Emerald and Google scholar. However, only the indexed and research paper from 2009 until 2019 were selected. Next, a content analysis was performed to study all the selected paper in depth. The findings from this study as discussed below.

Results and Discussion

Transformational and Transactional Leadership

The concept of transformational leadership was first introduced by James MacGregor Burns (1978) in the context of political science and later developed into the theory of leadership in organizations by Bass (1985). Burns is trying to connect the roles of leaders and followers. Leaders are the people who motivate followers in their quest to achieve the goals of their leaders and followers (Northouse, 2013). There are two types of leadership, according to Burns: transactional and transformational leadership. Transactional leadership refers to several leadership models that focus on ongoing exchanges between leaders and followers. Transformational leadership, however, is a process by which people interact with others and create relationships that enhance the level of motivation and morale within leaders and followers. These types of leaders are more concerned with the needs and motives of their followers and try to help their followers to reach their full potential.

According to Hasan, Younesi, and Zohoori (2017), leaders who practice transformational leadership will increase innovation within the organization and thus make organizations more inclined to innovate. This leadership plays a vital role in fostering innovation (Chen et al., 2016). According to Elkins and Keller (2003), transformational leadership behaviors are similar to behavioral determinants of innovation and creativity in the workplace, in part, vision, support for innovation, autonomy, encouragement, recognition and challenge. Gumusluoglu and Ilsev (2009) stated that transformational leaders would stimulate their followers' intellect, champion innovation, and voice exciting visions through their organizations, helping employees feel challenged and energized to find innovative approaches in their work. The charisma of a leader will act as a driving force for creativity; individual consideration in return for followers' recognition and encouragement; intellectual stimulation used to reinforce exploratory thinking by providing support for innovation, autonomy and challenge; inspiration motivates the process of generating ideas by encouraging followers to work towards organizational vision (Bass and Avolio, 1994).

Through the literature review, transformative and transactional leadership theories dominate the leadership theory in leading innovation. Studies by Al-Husseini et al. (2019), Al-Husseini and Elbeltagi (2016), Cortes and Herrmann (2019) and Le and Lei (2019) use transformation leadership as a single leadership theory in leading product and process innovation. The results of their study show that transformational leadership has a positive impact on product and process innovation. Other reviews of transformational leadership theory provide positive and significant relationships to a various type of innovations (Al-Husseini et al., 2019; Al-Husseini & Elbeltagi,
A study conducted by Yaseen et al. (2018) found that both transformational and transactional leadership theories have a significant relationship with organizational innovation. However, the findings of this study not supported by Sethibe (2018). They found that transformational leadership influenced innovation but not transactional leadership. Subsequently, in leading exploratory and exploitative innovations, studies shown varying results. Studies conducted by Berraies and Zine El Abidine (2019) and Chen et al. (2019) show that transformational leadership has more impact on exploratory innovation. Transactional leadership theory seems to impact more on exploitation innovation. This study is in line with a survey conducted by Prasad and Junni (2016). However, a study conducted by Berraies and Bchini (2019) found that transformational leadership is related to both exploratory and exploitative innovations. The study of Zuraik and Kelly (2019) found that transformational leadership has more impact on exploitation innovation than exploration.

This theory of leadership, however, has been criticized by several researchers in leading innovation. This theory is unclear on how leaders act in groups and organizational processes, while little attention given to task-oriented behaviors and processes such as how leaders explain their expectations, define goals and monitor their employees' performance (Yukl, 2009; Burke et al., 2006). This theory has also criticized for ignoring the importance of situational and contextual influences on leader behavior (Hunt, 2005) and the role of followers (or team members) in shaping transformational behavior (Dvir & Shamir, 2003). Rosing et al. (2011) state that this theory of leadership can foster innovation but at the same time, prevent innovation. Leaders who express their vision can inspire followers to innovate but at the same time, followers who are overly concerned with the vision and ideas of leaders will stop thinking outside the box.

Although criticized, transformational leadership still seen as one of the essential leadership theories in leading innovation. As suggested in various conceptual frameworks, transformational leadership and innovation are related (Bass & Avolio, 1994; Bass & Riggio, 2006; Garcia-Morales et al., 2008). Transformational leadership theory (Bass, 1990) suggests that transformational leaders will exhibit creative behavior and serve as a model for innovation. In addition, they provide intellectual simulations that encourage their followers to think beyond the norm (Jung et al., 2003), and challenge their followers to question existing expectations and work practices that will lead to team innovation.

**Ambidextrous Leadership**

Ambidextrous refers to the ability to use both right and left hand to write at the same time (Zacher et al., 2014; Zuraik, 2017). Through the literature review, the term "ambidexterity" refers to an organization's ability to explore new possibilities and, at the same time, exploit existing competencies (Zacher et al., 2014). Anderson et al. (2004) noted that recent studies had shown the need to develop alternative approaches to leadership innovation. Rosing et al. (2011) created a new concept of ambidextrous leadership that defines leaders as one who can accelerate exploration using open-ended behavior and exploit by closing behaviors. This theory developed using Bledow, Frese and Mueller's (2009) theoretical framework. Ambidextrous leadership theory for innovation states that leaders must demonstrate a combination of two behaviors to improve employee innovation performance, namely open and closing behaviors. Alghamdi (2018) proposes leaders' opening and closing behaviors as positive predictors of exploitation and exploration behaviors within an organization (Zacher et al., 2016).
Rosing et al. (2011) argue that leaders in the context of innovation need to support subordinates in their quest to be ambidextrous, that is, with ambidextrous leadership. According to them, the fundamental components of innovation leadership are to foster exploratory attitudes through enhancing the diversity of followers and to foster exploitation through reductions in the variety of followers’ attitudes. This based on the fact that increasing variation is a key component of exploration and that reduction in variation is considered the core of exploitation (Gupta, Smith & Shalley, 2006). Therefore Rosing et al. (2011) hypothesized that open-ended behavior is positively associated with follower exploitation activity. As a result, fostering a diversity of followers' attitudes through opening behaviors should be appropriate in situations where innovation requires exploration, and when employees are required to be creative to generate new ideas. Thus, closing behavior expected to be necessary for a situation where followers needed to exploit and implement their ideas in innovation (Rosing et al., 2011).

Opening behaviors will encourage exploration in the workforce, such as promoting alternative methods of completing tasks, independent thinking and allowing mistakes. Meanwhile, closing behaviors are related to the exploitation of ideas, such as setting routines and overseeing the achievement of goals, and ensuring rules to be followed (Zacher & Wilden, 2014). This theory holds the openness and closure of leaders to predict workers’ exploration and exploitation attitudes (Kremer et al., 2018). The interaction between the nature of exploration and exploitation will influence the employee's innovative performance, the employee’s innovative performance is high when both the exploitation and the exploration are high.

Researchers have argued that ambidextrous organizations are more successful because of their large capacity for innovation (Benner & Tushman, 2003). They categorize open-ended behaviors in support of exploration and closure behaviors as supporting exploitative behavior. Innovation leaders must be flexible to switch between the two behaviors based on the phase and task assigned (Zuraik, 2017). Opening behaviors include different ways to perform tasks, encourage risk-taking, create space for new ideas, allow for mistakes and learning. Meanwhile, closing behaviors include mentoring and achieving control goals, establishing routines, correcting actions, committing to rules, limiting errors and adhering to existing plans.

The emergence of ambidextrous leadership theory changes the way we understand leadership innovation. It describes the process of innovation as two directions, namely the forward as exploration and the reverse as exploitation. It proposes two sets of behaviors that can represent both phases. However, empirical studies are still needed to prove the effectiveness and application of this theory in industry. Further studies are required to measure the efficiency of using this theory to separate teams into different functions such as R&D as exploration and production as exploitation or to combine both activities into one role. Further studies need to be conducted to measure the impact of ambidexterity leadership on organizational culture and innovation (Zuraik, 2017).

Multiple Combination of Leadership Theories

Elrehail's (2018) study combines transformational leadership theory and authentic leadership theory in leading product and process innovation. Authentic leadership theory used because of its inherent characteristics of calmness and tolerance, which are two of the qualities needed in controlling the situation. This trait makes it effective in leading innovation (Yaverbaum & Sherman, 2008). According to Zhou et al. (2014), the higher the authentic leadership, the higher the employee innovation. But their findings show that only the theory of transformational leadership affects innovation. The theory of authentic leadership does not affect innovation in the public higher education sector in Jordan. This study is contrary to the research conducted by
Ahmed et al. (2018) that found the authentic leadership theory has an impact and influence on open service innovation.

Existing empirical studies provide inconsistent findings between leadership and innovative behavior (Chen, Li & Leung, 2016). Their research has led researchers to question the effectiveness of general leadership styles (transformational and transactional leadership theory) in promoting innovative behavior (Rosing et al., 2011). Hermann and Felfe (2014) state that general leadership theory not explicitly designed to encourage positive behavior towards innovation; it cannot explain leaders' actual behaviors in leading idea generation and ideas implementation. Therefore, Bagheri et al. (2017) study propose an entrepreneurial leadership theory in leading innovation. Entrepreneurial leadership has long been considered effective in facilitating innovation and change in behavior (Ballein, 1998). The findings of the Bagheri et al. (2017) study show that entrepreneurial leadership has a significant and positive impact on workers' innovative behaviors in the dimensions of idea exploration, idea generation, idea implementation and idea championing.

In addition to entrepreneurial leadership theory, paternalistic leadership theory used to seek leadership theory besides transformational and transactional leadership theory in leading innovation. The study of innovation leadership in China using a paternalistic leadership approach sees something new in the field of innovation leadership. The study of Hou et al. (2019) uses the paternalistic leadership theory of authoritarian leadership, benevolence and morality in leading innovation. Dorfman, Hanges and Brodbeck (2004) argue that this theory is best used by developing countries that are more concerned with the power of leaders. The results of their study show that paternalistic leadership theory influences exploration and exploitation innovation in a variety of ways. The theory of welfare and authoritarian leadership expected to influence exploratory innovation, while moral leadership theory will influence exploratory innovation. However, the results of their study indicate that these three theories influence innovation. This study is in line with a study conducted by Ahmed et al. (2018) on open service innovation in public services in Malaysia. Ahmed et al. (2018) apply paternalistic leadership theory, democratic leadership theory and authentic leadership theory in leading open service innovation. They found that paternalistic leadership theories, democratic leadership and authentic leadership have a positive and significant relationship with open service innovation.

Other research used three different leadership theories, namely domain theory of leader behavior, insightful innovation leadership theory and ethical leadership theory in three different studies. The study by Ye et al. (2018) using leadership habitual domain theory in leading innovation finds that leader habit domain theory influences both exploration and exploitation innovation. Meanwhile, Caridi-Zahavi et al. (2016) used the visionary innovation leadership theory to guide product innovation associated with knowledge integration. They believe that visionary innovation leadership is related to connectivity and positively related to the capacity of knowledge integration within the organization. Indirectly, it will enhance organizational innovation in terms of product quality, also to speed development and product innovation. The study conducted by Shafique et al. (2019) applied the theory of ethical leadership in looking at the success of innovative products, finding that it has a direct connection with organizational innovation.

A study performed by Tung (2016), looks at innovation leadership from an integrated perspective. They propose that innovation leadership dimensions comprise from participatory leadership theory, supportive leadership theory, and instrumental leadership theory. Their study found that participatory leadership theory and supportive leadership theory have a positive and direct relation to employee creativity. The most significant influence on employee creativity is through supportive leadership theory, followed by participatory leadership theory. Meanwhile,
instrumental leadership theory has little impact on employee creativity. A study by Berraies and Bchini (2019) applied transformative, transactional and ambidextrous leadership theories in leading innovation. The combination of transformational and transactional leadership in the ambidextrous leadership perspective will encourage exploratory innovation, exploitation innovation and will give rise to ambidextrous organizations (Luo, Shanshan, Hongmei & Liang, 2018). The results of their study found that ambidextrous leadership influences ambidexterity innovation. Lukoschek et al. (2018) agree with this and introduced a dual innovation leadership theory based on the ambidextrous leadership theory. There are two dimensions in their leadership theory, namely fostering idea generation and fostering idea realization. The results of their study found that only dimensions of fostering idea generation are related to organizational unit innovation.

Yukl (2009) argues that a comprehensive model is necessary for studying the impact of leadership on creativity and innovative behavior. Rosing et al. (2011) agree that complex processes of innovation consist of creativity (creative ideas creation) and innovative behavior (implementation of new ideas). Neither of these processes is linear (Anderson, DeDreu & Nijstad, 2004). Researchers suggest that one of the ways to deal with this complexity is to develop a comprehensive model of how leaders influence creativity and innovation (Mumford & Licuanan, 2004). Therefore, Khalili (2017) develops creative and innovative leadership through five leadership styles, transformation leadership, change-oriented leadership, innovation champion leadership, leadership-follower leadership (LMX) and authentic leadership in leading innovation. The results of this study found that creative and innovative behavior influences creativity and innovative behavior.

**Conclusion**

This paper aims to review various leadership skills associated with innovations and to study their advantages and disadvantages in the innovations. Through the literature review conducted above, the existing studies cannot explain and determine the right kind of leadership in leading innovation. In general, transformational leadership is the only theory that has a positive impact regardless of the type of innovation, the level of innovation and the phase of innovation that occurs. The different theories of leadership depend on the type of innovation, the level of innovation and the phase of innovation. Therefore, in studying innovation in organizations, the researchers agree with the opinion expressed by Zuraik et al. (2017) and Haapaniemi (2017), that innovation leadership must consist of a variety of leadership skills depending on the type of innovation, the level of innovation and the phase of innovation studied in organizations.
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